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Abstract 
With the advent of expert system and other knowledge-based systems, acquisi- 
tion of knowledge from - lmman sources, knowledge representation In a madl~ne and 
its subsequent utilization have attained importance TIUS knowledge is to be subse- 
quently stored in the knowledge base of a system, uslng an appropriate knowledge 
representation scheme Here, knowledge denotes a more complex term than data 
# 
or enfolr~r~atzon Knowledge conmsts of objects, concepts, relationships and inference 
rules m a particular domm Knowledge is often defined with respect to a human 
being An expert's knowledge is represented by statements in a natural language 
or by propos~tions or by predrcates in logic Knowledge processing i s  an important 
activity in Intellyent Systems When we talk of human knowledge, uncertanty be 
comes a major issue Human knowledge often has gaps, inconsistencies, bcliefs and 
opinions in addtion to solid facts whose truth is undsputed Many a time, the truth 
of a proposition is to be ascertamed by collecting and pooling evadence from several 
unrehable sources In this context, terms such as universe of dscourse, truth and 
certanty, facts, beliefs and evidences and ignorance acqulre significance 
In thls theas, the uncertmnty regaxd~ng truth or v d d t y  of a propos~tlon is 
dlaractenzed by an euzdmce poznt Tins evidence point, 1s a point in a two di- 
- mensional evzdence space Fbr convenience, the evidence space rs normallzed to the 
re@on [O, 11 x [O, 11 The evidence point of any proposition P is gven by the point 
(ct,P) E [O, 11 x [0,1] The quantity a represents the pooled positive evidence, 
while P represents the pooled negative evidence with respect to the proposition P 
Thiis evidence poolmg is done by the domcun expert or tkie knowledge engneer as the 
situation warrants The location of a point in the evidence space itself gves valuable 
dues regardmg the situations of excess ev~dence, inadequate evidence and unreliable 
and eonfictmg evldence sources We also present an algebra for evidence points 
t1.nougIi wlueh we may derive the evidence values we mght assume for compound 
propositions 
We present an iriterva. calculus for evidence polnt computations We borrow this 
idea from the work of Scllwartz who argues that an interval-based representation 
of h n p s t l c  truth offers a mathematically simple and computationally efficient al- 
ternative to conventional fuzzy loglc The evidence polnt algebra is extended for 
interval-based representations Whenever there is considerable excess evidence, it is 
possible to normahze the same in a number of ways 'JVe demonstrate sorne of these 
methods We also describe the use of the evidence polnt f o r d s m  in the context of 
declsion malung The methodology uses the concepts of rough sets and rough du- 
sification introduced by Pawlak in the last decade A procedure has been devised 
for constructing lower and upper approxirnat~ons to a gven set X and by employ- 
ing a suitable metric, it is possible to define distances among the elements and also 
among the various approximations The necessary theory and an rllustrative exap le  
are lncluded We compare the method proposed in the tliesls based on the use of 
evldence representation with the now classical metlriods of uncertarnty handling in 
knowledge-based systems Tlie thesis ends with some suggestions for further work 
